
Purposes 

4-01-14 
HH) It is time, It is time, It is time; Come forth in fullness; My Chosen; you have been 
selected for this time; the purpose of this time; 

4-07-14 
HP) well done; Now, accept My Judgments; they are Holy; filled with purpose; accept 
them all; yes, hold them dear to you; allow them to do their work; allow, you must allow 

4-24-14 
HH) accept My gift of color; each has purpose; all I do has purpose; deny it not; garner, 
garner, garner; 

4-25-14 
HH) Bride, Bride, Bride; Our time is soon to arrive; slack not; combust; aware of 
purposes; intrude not on one another’s purposes; honor each; (Red) put it together; put 
the pieces together; ( purple and then it was peppered with tiny blank dots; Red) garner 
the vision; see it; see it; 
  
verb1. gather or collect (something, especially information or approval). 
"the police struggled to garner sufficient evidence” synonyms: gather, collect, 
accumulate, amass, assemble, reap 

**5-15-2014 
HH) Conjecture not; let there be no conjecture; Every word I give has purpose; 
righteous purpose; Every word from My Chosen also has purpose; for righteousness or 
unrighteousness; time for solemn choices; EVERY WORD; diligently, methodically pull 
down, destroy EVERY unrighteous word spoken or thought or written; serious; 
heretofore lump sums will not work; eliminate, negate each word; serious, serious, 
serious; My Chosen, your words are powerful; create as Mine did, do and shall; YOU 
are responsible; consequences in every word; no more off-the-cuff remarks; choose 
each and every word carefully, meticulously; now, decide Yay or Nay; choose wisely 

11-20-14 
L) Profound trust; give Me profound trust; proficient; proficient with My gifts; use each 
with purpose; purpose for which each is intended; 
HP) come that I may bless; I bless you with salvation, purposeful salvation; use it, they 
shall listen; hesitate not; take joy (after taking joy I saw it, it looked to be made of light 
but had no direct shape)  

12-04-14 
L) Meter stick; use My measure; allow My weights; true; My weights, My amounts; 
exact; My purposes; vital; adjust to Me, Mine 



3-02-15 
HH) step into your full purpose; time, time; give Me complete trust; expect much; 
legally done; 

5-27-15 
L) Purpose, Purpose, Purpose; allow My Purpose; in every matter; see and 
understand; understand each Purpose; deny not; protect My Purposes; 

8-02-15 
HH) (Suddenly, I knew I was being rained upon. ) yes, My rain is upon you and shall 
continue; allow it; first part cleanses; yes, there are many facets to My Rain; many 
purposes; allow and receive them all; 
(Your Bride does allow and receive all of the many facets of your Rain and their 
purposes with ANJ) 

11-05-15 
HH) motivate the lost with My truth; Power filled truth; yes, My every word is filled 
with Power and Purpose;  

12-20-15 
HH) time for fulfilling your purposes; purpose after purpose after purpose; stay, stay 
obedient; must stay obedient; I shall send you forth in My time for My purposes; My 
plans charted for you each and for you as one; prepare your hearts; they must be 
prepared;  

4-25-16 
L) all matter has purpose; see it so; hinder not My purposes; see and comprehend 
all facets; revelations therein; yes, Bride, see the depths of My purposes 

4-26-16 
L) purposes about to combust; fan the flames; purposes combusting all across the 
lands; parallel with Me; My Chosen, My Chosen; aid the fire 

5-14-16 
L) Purpose; Bride, you must teach the purposes of the laver and the washing in it; 
simple truth; trust Me, trust My words 

9-17-16 
HP) tempt Me not; tell them to refuse to tempt Me; gainfully employ every tool I've 
given you, My Chosen; every tool; each has much purpose; use them, use them; 
fulfill all Our purposes 
(Your Bride employs and instills gainfully every tool You've given as you see fit with 
ANJ)  



11-15-16 
L) Purpose, Purpose, Purpose; look for the Purposes in all things; deny the 
purposes of things not of Me; must be (after denying heard "Far reaching" 

Rain 

2-6-14 
L) the rain comes; prepare; let My rain wash; anew; understand My rain; compete not; 
allow Me 

2-12-14 
HH) Cherish My every word, My every thought; Peace amidst the storm I give; Special 
Peace, Special Chosen; receive all that I AM; there is so much light; face it, allow it; so 
let the rain fall as you request; Welcome to Zion; Welcome to Zion; 

11-11-14 
HH) shower, receive the showers; (I asked for at least one drop on each part of my 
body needing healing or restoration.) done; deluge; My deluge upon you; get used 
to the adjustments;  

7-07-15 
HP) paralleled, physical rain and My latter rain; it has begun; stop it not; interfere 
not; My plans must be enacted; grasp the facets of seeing beyond; Our work in the 
beyond; grasp, grasp it all, My Bride; determined, diligent; seeking, understanding 


